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CYTOGENETIC EFFECTS OF CIGARETTE SMOKE ON PULMONARY ALVEOLAR MACROPHAGES OF THE RAT

Abstract - This study was part of a larger inves-

tigation of he health effects resulting from dif- PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATORS

ferent ethods of exposing rats to cigarette smoke. K. Rithidech

Cytogenetic effects of cigarette smoke on rat pul- B. T. Chen

monary alveolar MaCrophages (PAms) were evaluated. J. L. Mauderly

Fischer 3441N, male rats (41group) were randomly A. L. Brooks

assigned to different exposure groups: (1) nose-

only sham-exposed control, 2 whole-body sham-exposed control, 3 nose-only intermittent, 4)

nose-only continuous, and (5) whole-body continuous. Sham controls were exposed to clean air.

PAMs were obtained by lung lavage and chromosomal damage was Measured. Multiple comparison

demonstrated no significant differences between smoke-exposed groups and their respective

sham-exposed controls, between the sham-exposed groups, or ang the three smoke exposed groups.

Highly significant smoke-induced differences in both structural and nerical aberrations were

observed when data for the respective control groups and exposed groups were pooZed and compared.

Results from this study demonstrate the clastogenicity of cigarette smoke on rat PAM.

Although cigarette smoke has been clearly shown to be carcinogenic, its clastogenicity remains

unclear.1 However, mutagenic activity of cigarette smoke has been detected in the Ames test,

using Salmonella yphimurium strain TA-98 in the presence of rat liver S-9 mix. Previous studies

have investigated effects of cigarette smoke on chromosomes in either bone marrow cells or

lymphocytes of individual smokers. Such cells may not have received a high enough level of

chemicals from cigarette smoke to result in a deleterious effect. To accurately determine the

potential genetic damage induced by inhaled toxic agents, the cells that receive the highest

concentration of such agents should be the ones analyzed. Cigarette smoke particulates deposit

and are metabolized in the lung.2 Phagocytosis of particulate materials by pulmonary alveolar

macrophages (PAMs) provides an initial defense. Thus, chromosome aberrations (CA) produced in

PAMs by inhaled smoke should provide a useful indicator of genotoxicity. We compared cytogenetic

effects (breakage and changes in chromosome number) of cigarette smoke on PAMs of rats repeatedly

exposed by different methods.

METHODS

Animals and Exposure

Twenty, B-10-wk-old, male, Fischer 344/N rats from the Institute's breeding colony were

studied. These animals consisted of four rats per exposure group selected randomly from a larger

population of exposed rats (this report, pp. 324-330). During nonexposure hours, all rats were

housed in wire cages, in whole-body inhalation exposure chambers (H1000, Hazleton Systems,

Aberdeen, MD) ventilated with filtered air. Food (Wayne Lab Blox, Allied Mills, Chicago, IL) and

water were provided outside of exposure hours. The chambers were maintained at 24 i 21C, 40-70%

relative humidity, with 12 air changes/h, and on a 12-h light cycle. The rats were exposed 6

h/day, 5 days/wk for 22-24 days, beginning on Monday, with the final sacrifice occurring on

Wednesday, Thursday or Friday. The rats were acclimated by exposure to one-half of the target
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concentration for the f i rst week. Smoke was generated as previously described 1986-87 Annual

Report, LMF-120, pp. 68-71). Three different exposure modes were used: nose-only intermittent,

nose-only continuous, and whole-body continuous. All three modes of exposure yielded a daily

smoke exposure concentration x time product of 600 mg-h-M-3 total particulate matter for the first

week and 1200 mg-h-m-3 thereafter. Details of these exposures are given in this report,

pp. 324-330.

Pulmonar_y Alveolar Macrophaqe Isolation for Chromosome Aberration Analysis

At 4 h before sacrifice, rats were injected intraperitoneally with colchicine 6 mg/mL). The

injection volume was adjusted 02-0.3 mL) to result in a final dose per animal of 6 mg/kg body

weight. Rats were sacrificed by C02 asphyxiation followed by exsanguination. An incision was

made to open the abdomen and pleural cavity. The sternum was removed and the trachea was

exposed. The trachea and lungs were removed from te chest cavity with the heart in place. The

heart-lung block was kept in cold saline (4'C) for 30 min. The cooling step reduced the ability

of PAMs to remain adhered to alveolar walls and increased te numbers of PAMs tat could be

recovered by lung lavage. The lavage procedure was described previously 1976-77 Annual Report,

LF-58, pp. 390-394). Conventional cytogenetic methods were used to prepare metaphase cells from

the cell suspension. All slides were stained with 4 Giemsa (pH = 68) for min. Chromosome

aberration (CA) analyses were done on coded slides. Fifty metaphase cells per rat were analyzed

for structural and numerical changes. The chromosome number in a cell was determined by using a

television monitor to display chromosomes for counting.

Statistical Methods

Before statistical analysis, the data for structural aberrations were transformed by

expression on a square root scale to reduce variation among animals. This procedure allowed us to

assume normality of distribution. The data for numerical abnormalities were not transformed.

Differences among the treatment groups were examined by analysis of variance and pairwise

Student's t tests using the Bonferroni adjustment for multiple contrasts (BMDP-P70). A total of 7

contrasts were employed to test differences between each smoke-exposed and its respective control

group, between two control groups, and among the three exposed groups. The overall effects of

cigarette smoke exposure was further examined by testing differences between pooled data from

controls and pooled data from exposed rats. The criterion for statistical significance was set at

p < 0.05, using separate group variances, for all comparisons.

RESULTS

1he frequency of both structural and numerical chromosome aberrations in each treatment group

is shown in able 1. The structural aberrations observed in this study were all chromatid-type

deletions. Most abnormal cells (cells with breaks) contained only a single break. We observed

numerical aberrations were both hypoploidy and hyperploidy. Figure shows a normal cell (IA,

2 = 42) a cell with a chromatid deletion (18), and two aneuploid cells (IC, 2n = 42 and ,

2 = 43). No significant differences in the frequency of structural or numerical aberrations were

detected between the two control groups, among the cigarette smoke-exposed groups or between te

exposed groups and their respective sham-exposed control groups. Results from pooled data showed

that cigarette smoke induced highly significant increases in both structural (Fig. 2) and

numerical aberrations (Fig. 3.
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Table I

Frequency of Chromosome Aberrations in Rat Alveolar Macrophages

Following Cigarette Smoke Inhalation Exposure: Nontransformed Data

Number of Numerical Aberrations a

Structural Diploid Cells Hypoploid Cells Hyperploid Cells

Aberrations/Cell (2n = 42) - Un < 42) (2n A__
0 CTreatment Group SE SE X SE _X SE.

Whole-Body Sham 0.01 0.005 48.5 0.65 1.0 0.41 0.5 0.23

Nose-Only Sham 0.03 0.01 48.25 0.48 1.5 0.29 0.25 0.25

Whole-Body Continuous 0.08 0.02 34.0 5.33 14.5 4.94 1.5 0.87

Nose-Only Continuous 0.12 0.03 37.8 2.10 9.5 2.12 2.75 0.85

Nose-Only Intermittent 0.06 0.02 31.5 2.06 17.0 2.38 1.5 0.5

aNumber of cells examined per group (i.e., numerical aberrations per number cells).

bMean.

cStandard error of te mean.
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Figure 1. Examples of structural and numerical aberrations observed in the alveolar macrophages
of rats exposed to cigarette smoke. (A) Normal cell, 2n = 42. (B) Chromatid deletion (arrow).
(C) Hypoploid cell, 2 = 41. () Hyperploid cell, 2n = 43.
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Figure 2 Structural aberrations in rat Figure 3. Numerical aberrations in rat
alveolar macrophages after repeated inhalation alveolar macrophages after repeated inhalation
exposure to cigarette smoke. The bars exposure to cigarette smoke. The bars
represent the mean SE of pooled data from represent the mean -i SE of diploid and

sham-exposed controls and 12 smoke-exposed aneuploid cells per rat, calculated from
rats. A total of 50 cells were examined per pooled data from sham-exposed controls and

rat. 12 smoke-exposed rats. The bar representing

aneuploidy is further subdivided to illustrate

the mean values for hyperploid and hypoploid

cells.

DISCUSSION

Following inhalation of airborne pollutants, respiratory epithelial cells may be the primary

targets for development of disease. However, PAMs provide a readily available cell type to

monitor the potential genotoxic exposure of respiratory epithelial cells to inhaled particulate

materials. Because of their ability to phagocytize, they receive a high concentration of inhaled

particulate materials. Our study reports a significant increase in the frequency of chromosome

aberrations in PAMs from rats repeatedly exposed to cigarette smoke. This is the first

investigation showing in vivo cytogenetic effects of cigarette smoke on cells of the respiratory

tract. The observation of chromosomal damage in PAMs indicates the usefulness of these cells in

monitoring potential genotoxic effects of exposure by inhalation to hazardous chemicals.

The lack of statistically significant differences in the frequency of CA between the two

control groups (whole-body sham and nose-only) and among the three cigarette smoke-exposed groups

(whole-body continuous, nose-only continuous, and nose-only intermittent) suggests that different

exposure modes had no effect on the induction of chromosomal damage. The absence, in our study,

of statistically significant differences between the exposed groups and their respective

sham-exposed controls might have been due to the small number of animals per group, since the

effects of smoke were clearly apparent in the pooled data.

The observation of a significant increase in aneuploid cells in our study suggests another

potential mode of action of cigarette smoke. Many chemicals, such as vinca alkaloids and volatile
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liquids, have been found to induce aneuploidy by interacting with spindle fiber microtubules.3

Thus the induction of aneuploid cells in PAMs of exposed rats may indicate spindle fiber

disruptive activity of cigarette smoke. Aneuploid induction has been found to be associated with

neoplasia.4 This type of cigarette smoke-induced change may thus be an important contribution to

the health hazard of cigarette smoke.
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